Tilt & Recline option
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The Chunc Adapt offers a solution for children
and young peoaple with specialised seating
requirements. The mulitiple options for seating
interfaces allows a wide range of specialised
seating systems to be attached.
These can include Modular, Moulded, Martix and Foam Carved.
The Chunc Adapt is especially stable and adaptable and can be
used both indoors and outdoors.
The Chunc Adapt has Tilt-in-space of 45° and Recline to 180
degrees so the user can achieve various positions from upright
to relaxed.Due to the modular construction, the Chunc Adapt
offers a lot of space for individual foot rests and foot rest
assemblies so that the user is optimally supported at all times.
Headrest
Hub Brakes
Swing Away Footrests
Height Adjustable Removable Armrests
Tray
Sun Canopy and Rain Cover
Equipment
O2 Mounts
Communication Aid Mounting
Surrogate Seat Fixing
180 degree recline
45 degree tilt
Power Assist
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ENHANCED NEW FEATURES:
Recline to 180 degrees
Offered in different chassis width and seat depth

ADAPT
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Tilt & Recline option

The Chunc Adapt offers a solution for young people with
specialised seatings requirements. The multiple options for
seating interfaces allows a wide range of specialised seating
systems to be attached. The Chunc Adapt can be used both
indoors and outdoors.

Adapt Options
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DIMENSIONS

Product Height

121.5

Dismantled product L,W,H

85,56-62,50

SEATING DIMENSIONS
Front castor diameter

18

Rear wheel diameter

38

Rail depth

44

Rail diameter

22.2

Rail widths standard

38.1-45.7

Accomodates acute knee flexion angles to assist
postural needs.

Maximum rail height

49.4

Rail height minimum

44.9

Suitable as a forward facing seat in a motor vehicle

Internal back rest width

320-380

Crash tested to ISO 7176 part 19 (EN12183:2014)

Leg rest angle range

90-180˚

15” or 18” drop hook interface rails as standard choice

Leg rest length range

21-48

Fixed seat standard choice

Back rest recline angle range

90-180

Hub brake as option

Tilt-in-space

Anti tips as standard
Brakes fitted as standard
Swing away footrests as an option
Detachable height adjustable armrests as an option
Height adjustable push handles
45˚ tilt in space
Sunshade and raincover
Tray
Communication aid mount bracket
Equipment tray
Recline to 180 degrees
Chassis width choice 560 / 580 / 600 / 620mm
Chassis seat depth 330 / 380 / 430 / 480mm

Chunc Wheelchairs
Unit 416, Tarsmill Court
Rotherwas Industrial Estate
Hereford HR2 6JZ
T: 01432 276446
E: sales@chunc.co.uk
ISO 7176-19

BS EN ISO 9001:2000

+2 to -45

Total mass

110kgs
Dimensions in cm

